WHY IT WORKS

You know you should say something but... you don’t.

You are not suffering in silence from a lack of conviction or even a lack of understanding of the consequences of leaving things unspoken. You are just painfully aware of the more compelling consequences of trying and failing.

Consider your growing discontent and multiply that by all the people in your organization. You immediately comprehend the danger of leaving the truth unspoken. In this dynamic workshop, we tackle the hard truths about speaking the truth.

LEARN HOW TO

• Speak Truth to Power
• Resolve Issues
• Reveal Problems
• Address Expectation Gaps
• Effectively Intervene
• Avoid eruptions of suppressed emotions

IDEAL FOR

• Organizations committed to a culture of transparency.
• Teams struggling with difficult communication
• Team Leaders, Shift Managers, Foreman, Project Leaders, Consultants, Management Trainees, Executives, Board Members, and those that report to them.

AGENDA

DAY 1

Customized to meet the client need.